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SUMMARY 
Accurately predicting engine inlct steady-state distortion levels at conditions that produce 
separated inlet flows (crosswinds J I I ~  high angles-oi-attack) is 3 continuing problern asso- 
dated with the use o f  convention.?l small-scale inlet test techniques. Based on existing evi- 
dence, part of the problem may bc that small-scale test techniques generally do not simulate 
the influence of the engine on the inlet flow field. I t  has long heen recognized that an axial 
flow compressor can attenuate artificially induced upstream flow distortion. But not 
enough fundamental understanding of this interaction exists for the case of an inlet/engine 
system where the source of the upstream distortion results from lack of inlet flow uniform- 
ity which in turn reacts t o  the favorable influence of the engine. An investigation was con- 
ducted t o  better understand the significance of enginelinlet interaction on inlet distortion 
levels resulting from separated inlet flows. 
The results from a l a ~ e s c a l e  inlet test in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot low-speed Wind 
Tunnel are discussed. InIet pel formance a t  angle-of-attack was measured with the inlet cou- 
pled t o  the engine in the normal mrtnner. as well as. i r l  a remote-coupled coniig~iration 
which decoupled the influence of t lit. engine on the inlet flow field. The latter configura- 
tion simulated current small-scale test techniclues in which inlet airflow is provided by a 
vacuum system or remote-coupled engine. Measured data from both inlet configurations 
provide comparisons of inlet boiinJar)l-layer profiles. fan-fqct total-pressure recovery maps, 
inlet surface Mach number distributions. and inlet distortion levels. Test results indicated 
that engine interaction allows the inlet t o  operate with lower distortion levels at and beyond 
the separation anglc-of-attxk expt.ric\r~crd without engine intrraction. 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of viscous analytical codes to design subsonic engine inlets has gained reasonable 
maturity and established itself as a valuable engineering tool. However, verification s f  inlet 
flow separation bound3ries and accompanying pressure recovery and distortion levels still 
must be obtained from experimental tests. Historically, the high cost of providing and oper- 
- ating test facilities has forced the majority of experimental inlet tests to  be conducted with 
small-scale inlet models ( 116 scale or  smaller) which provide no simulation of flow effects 
caused by the presence of the engine in the actual full-scale inlet. 
Experience with separated inlet flows has shown that smallscale inlets without engine simu- 
lation have poorer performance than installed full-scale inlets. Factors thought to wntri- 
bute to  improved installed inlet performance have been both a higher inlet Reynolds num- 
ber and enginelinlet flow field interaction. Bct thc relative contribution of each has re- 
mained unclear. 
Because the conservatism of smaliscale performance has been generally accepted, arguments 
for improving small-scale prediction methods are much less persuasive than if the situation 
were reversed and installed performance vas below small-scale prediction. The potential fal- 
lacy of remaining with the status quo is that the conservatism of current smallscale inlet 
test techniques may be unnecessarily penalizing the inlet design in terms of weight and drag. 
The resolution of this dilemma is linked to expanding the data base detailing enginelinlet 
flow field interaction and Reynolds number effects. It was the intent of the present investi- 
gation to develop a better understanding of enginelinjet flow field interaction. 
Fr'lECEDiKG PAGE ELRXK NOT FILMED 
APPROACH 
It rnay be helpful in describing the approach developed for this investigation t o  review first 
some background information relative t o  engine influence on the inlet flow field. Technical 
reports dealing with the fundamentals of how an engine generates an influence on  the inlet 
flow field are somewhat deceptive in that they are invariably entitled and written t o  focus 
'on the response of an engine stage or stages t o  an inlet distortion. Although it is implied 
that the distortion resulted from poor inlet performance, little if any discussion occurs as to  
whether inlet performance would be different if the engine were not present and the inlet 
flow instead was induced by a remote source (vacuum pump or  remote-coupled engine). 
Discussion of how an axial flow compressor stage alters an upstream non-uniform velocity 
profile seems t o  have its beginnings in literature published in the late 1950's (ref. ! , 2 )  and 
is often referred t o  as paralle! compressor theory. In these analyses, it was found that an 
axial flow device will, in effect, attentuate the incoming distortion by redistributing the in- 
let flow. It  is this redistribution of the inlet flow field ahead of the initial compressor stage 
that is important t o  inlet performance. 
It seems helpful t o  explain why the compressor rotor creates this redistribution of flow by 
making an analogy with a rotor which coes no work (i.e., a windmill). Consider initially a 
freely rotating rotor placed in a duct in which there is a uniform flow with velocity VA 
(figure 1). Since the rotor can produce no net thrust or  torque, the inlet velocity triangle 
composed of the axial inflow velocity VA and the rotor tangential velocity Vt must com- 
bine t o  create a blade angle-of-attack of zero lift. Now, suppose that a steady-state disturb- 
ance is placed in the flow upstream of the rotor which creates 3 local total pressure deficit. 
If we assume initially that the total pressure deficit is reflected in a reduced axial inflow 
velocity V h ,  the local rotor inlet velocity triangle will change (figure I )  and result in a local 
blade angle-of-attack not equal to  the blade angle-of-attack of zero lift. Accordingly, a 
thrust and torque will occur on the rotor locally in the region affected by the velocity defi- 
cit. However, since the windmill can produce no net tllrust or  torque in a steadystate senee, 
this response to  the velocity deficit must be transitory and simply means that the rotor must 
create 3 new operating condition. To accomplish this, the rotor causes the duct velocity vec- 
tors t o  readjust in both magnitude and orientatioxl around th.; entire rotor disc (both inside 
and outside the velocity deficit region) so that again no net thrust o r  torque on  the rotor is 
produced. In effect, the higher energy regions are forced to  give up energy t o  the lower 
energy regions. An example of such an interchange in terms of duct axial velocity is shown 
in figure 2 taken from reference 2. Accompanying variations in duct static pressure also oc- 
cur. By contrast, should the fan rotor not be present in the duct, the high and low total 
pressure regions would pass down the duct unchanged with velocity proportional t o  the 
totat pressure distribution and uniform static pressure distribution. 
The windmill is analogous t o  a thrust producing rotor in that both strive t o  maintain their 
operating characteristics when confronted with a non-uniform inlet flow. The thrust pro- 
ducing rotor causcs a redistribution of the approaching flow t o  maintain 3 constant dis- 
c b g e  static pre: - .  The rotor car. generate this flow redistribution as  long as the flow 
nonuniforrnity is I severe enough to  cause the rotor blade t o  stall. 
F-2ECEDING PAC12 ELAFiII NOT FILMED 
Analyses which predict the influence of the rotor on a non-uniform upstream flow field can 
also provide information for designing an inletlengine combination which will allow exam- 
i ~ a t i o n  of inlet performance with and withoct engine interaction. The resultant configura- 
tions can be termed a close-coupled engine,'inlet and a remote-coupled enginelinlet. The 
closecoupled engine inlet is a conventional enginelinlet ;ns;allation i!l which engine interac- 
tion is present. In the remote-coupleti case, engine interaction with the inlet flow field is de- 
coupled by connecting the inlet to  the engine with a long intervening duct. The same engine 
used in the cluse-coupied inlet now becomes. in the remote-coupled ~njst, simply a means to  
provide airflow through the inlet. Analysis in reference 3 indicated that rotor interaction 
was negligible beyond three rotor t ip radii upstream of the rotor thus this dimension pro- 
vides the mininium length for a spacer duct b ~ t w e e n  the engine and inlet in a remote-cou- 
pled configuration. 
The preferred test program would have used a fullscale configuration so that the signifi- 
cance of  engine influence on inlet performance could be isolated (i.e., no simultaneous inlet 
or  rotor Reynolds number effects mixed into the results). In  pursuit of a test engine and 
test facility t o  conduct the test, difficulties were encountered in locating an adequatc test 
facility to  test full-scale turbofan engines of the lT9D, CF6, and RB-211 class. A compro- 
mise position was determined which utilized a test engine approximately one-half scale reia- 
tive t o  JT9D. CF6, RB2 1 1 engines but of similar aerodynamic design. The appropriate test 
facility was the NASA-Ames 40 f t  x 80 ft low-speed Wind Tunnel, I t  was assumed that a one- 
half scale inlet test represented ,i sufficient scaling step from conventional small-scale models 
to allow measured engine interaction effects to  be interpreted as representative of f u l l s a l e  
results. 
SYMBOLS 
u ;>r alpha 
c1a2 
lDCj 
IDRTIP 
PSBL 
PSBLIPTREF 
PTBL 
PTBLIPI'REF 
n R  
Inlet angleef-attack referenced to the inlet axis, deg. 
rev 
Corrected fan rotor speed. - 
. min 
Static pressure cocfticient 
Fan no7zle total pressure ratio 
Hub circu~nfrrentiai distortion index; 
II-KWUB = hiax. of (IDC I + IDC2)/2. 
Tip circumferential distortion index: 
IDCTIP = M ~ X .  of ( I D C ~  + 1rx4)/2 
Tip radial distortior~ index ; 
PDRTlP = IDRi + K2 IDR4 
Weighting cocffictcnt - function of the size of the annular region 
which is be lo^ the ring average and the number of low pressure 
regions per rirtg 
Weighting coct't'icient - fi~nztion of the radial extent of the low 
x y  c n  pressure rtbi
Boundary-hper static pressure nf wall. % ?i();hm2) 
In- 
Boundary-layer wall static: to  freestrearn total-pressure ratio 
Ib 
Boundary-layer total pressure, 7 ( ~ ~ 1 : i c n l ~ )  
rn- 
Boundary-layer total prrssurc ratio 
Ib 
Recovery r;ii(e total pressure, 111 - (Kg/cnI2) 
Ib * 
Freestream tors1 pressure. -i. ( hpjcnl2) In- 
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MODEL AND APPARATUS 
A qovernmentstlpplied General Electric WTF-34-F5 turbofan engine was used as the test 
engine for this investigation. The TF-34 incorporates a single-stage fan with a design pres- 
sure r a t i ~ ,  of 1.5 : 1 and a bypass ratio of 6.23. The fan diameter is 44 inches ( 1 .1  18 m). The 
engine was cperated with the manufacturer's reference calibration nozzles on both the fan 
and primary exhausts. 
The inlet design is typical of designs used in current subsonic commercial transports. The 
inlet had an LID of .57 and an asymmetric lip section with a contraction ratio of 1.24 on 
the crown (8 = 0") varying to  1.28 on  the keel (6 = 180"). The inlet centcrline was canted 
5' down (droop) relative to the engine centerline. The scale of the inlet. determined by the 
engir ,~  attach-flange diameter, was .47 relative to a full-scale inlet of a JT9D, CF6 o r  RB211 
class engine. A table of coordinates for the inlet is presented in figure 3. 
Construction of tbe inlet provided for integral mounting of a fan-face total pressure recov- 
ery rake to  the inlet outer wal\. The opposite end of each rake arm was joined by a com- 
mon structural ring which supported a durnmy non-rotating engine spinner built to the same 
lines as the actual engine spinner. In the close-coupled inlet configuration (figure 4). the 
actual engine spinner was removed and the non-rotating spinner, attached t o  the fan-face 
total pressure recovcry rake, was subst~tuted. 
Final design of the remote-coupled inlet configuration used 3n rngine/inlet spacer duct 4.8 
rotor tip radii long to  assure that the inlet flow field was sufficiently decouplrd from engine 
influence (firure 5). The ~pac'er J i ~ t  113J a corist3nt irltcrnai d ia l~~e te r  of 44 ~llc'hes (1. i I8 
m) which matched the internal dia111~ tc'r of the t'an case at the enpine/inlc.t attach flange. In 
the remotecoupled configuration. the norrnal engjne spinner was reinstalled on the engine 
and a 3:l  elliptical fairing (figure 6 )  WJS added t o  the aft end of the spinnerlfan face total 
pressure recovery rake assembly to f ~ i r  out the body. The upstream end of the 3: 1 elliptical 
fairing also contained a short section whose contoiir was designed as a transition sectior~ to  
turn the local flow fro111 the spinner contour to the elliptic,ll afterbody contour without ex- 
cessive peak rnach numbers. 0 
The inlet configuration forward of the engins/inlet attach flange re~ilained identical irregard- 
less of which inlet configuration (close-coupled o r  remote-coupled) was installed. i.e., same 
instrumentation, fan face total pressure recovery rake. and engine spinner. 
Both inlet models were supyorted from overhead and slung between the wind tunnel main 
support struts on a cross beam assembly (figures 7.8). Variation of inlet angle-of-attack was 
accomplished by extending or  retracting the wind tunnel tail strut which was linked to the 
model cross beam assembly. hlechanic~l imits of the wind tunnel pitch system allowed a 
maximum inlet angle-of-attack of +35". 
INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURES 
The test instrumentation consisted of 242 steadystate measurements. comprised of 208 
pressures, 34 tatiil temperatures, and wind runnel and engine operating parameters. Thirteen 
dynanic: pressures were also measured. Instrumentation for each measuren~ent t3sk is des- 
cribed i.1 the following paragraphs. 
The inlet contained an eight-arrn total pressure recovery rake (figure 9) with each rake a m  
containing ten equal area-weighted elements and an associated spinner and cowl wall static 
pressure. As discussed in the Model and Apparatus section, the recovery rake assembly re- 
mained in the same position relative to  the inlet I;! both the close-coupled and remote-cou 
pled configurations. The actual total pressure measurement plane of the recovery rake as- 
sembly was approximately 6 in. ( 1  5.24 cm) forward of the fan rotor t o  allow for the struc- 
'rural components of the rake. While this mea:,urernrnt distance is quite representative of en- 
ginelpressure rake installations it caused some concern in relation to  the objectives of this 
investigation in that separated flows with engifie interaction might reattach aft of the recov- 
ery rake. This would cause the rake measurement t be unrepresentative of the flow pre- 
sented t o  the fan. Also, this more forward position might eliminate -the ability to detect in- 
let diffuser boundary layer separation which tends to start near the fan face and progress 
forward. T o  help compensate for these potential measurer.,ent problems, two total pressure 
boundary layer rakes were added, both of which are shown schematically in figure 9. At 
8 = 1 7S0, a 3 in. (7.62 cni) boundary layer rakc (see figure 10) was mounted with the mea- 
surement plane approxiri~atelv 2 in. (5.08 cm forward of tile rotor plane. Measurements 
with this rake would help identify boundary layer separation much closer t o  the fan rotor 
plane and were monitored with on-line d3t3 plotting. To provide boundary layer informa- 
tion for the inore extrerrle case where enginc interaction might cause separated flow reat- 
tachment very close t o  the fan roior, a 3/ 16-inch diameter wedge probe was installed at 
6 = 180' and could he traversed radially .S  in. ( 1.27 cm) in front of the rotor plane. The 
wedge p n b e  provided measurement of to-a1 pressure and flow yaw angle. The eight-arm 
total-pressure recovery rake was also equipped ~v i th  three radially distributed dynamic total 
pressure probes at both 0 = 18s6 and 135'. The dynamic total pressure measurements near 
the outer duct wall were purposely positioned to  be outside the boundary layer of attached 
inlet flows determinsd frcm analysis. Finally. t11rt.e radially distributed total temperature 
probes were also mounted on the recovery rake 3t 0 = 5' and 8 = 225'. 
Inlet steadystate surface static pressure measurements were made a t  various circumferential 
and axial positions i r l  the inlet as detailed in figure I 1 . Dynamic surface static pressure mea- 
surements were also made along the inlet keel (0 = 180") from just forward of the inlet 
throat t o  near the engine attach flange. 
Inlet total airflow was measured using a calibrated inlet technique developed i11 reference 4. 
The technique relies on the prior calibrrttion of a snialler but geometrically similar inlet 
model in a wind tunnel where inlet airilow can be accurately rnsasured with a venturi. Mea- 
sured airflow is converted to  an airflow coefficient and plotted versus a corresponding aver- 
age inlet static pressure ratio measured near the inlet throat. This airilow calibration can be 
used to  dettrmine airflow in other geometricslly similar inlets of Jifferent scale provided the 
appropriate stat ic pressure ratio is measured in the inlet in question. In the present test, 
four static pressures at inlet station Xi = 5.10 in (15-49 an) and fl = 0°, 9Q0. 180° and 270" 
were used to  form the above static pressure ratio and values were computed on-line and dis- 
played t o  allow the engne opera tx  t o  maintain the desired engine corrected airflow. Possi- 
bie corrections to the small-scale (116 scale) inlet calibration for use with the .47 scale test 
inlet were examined analytically and found t o  be negligible. 
Uthough this airflow calibration method tends t o  correlate data obtained at different angles 
of attack on a single curve, there 1s some influence of angle-of-attack remaining. To improve 
the calibratior. accuracy, two calibration curves were used; one curve for angles-of-attack 
less than +20° and a second curve for angles-of-attack equal t o  or  greater than +20°. Air- 
flow measurer~ent accuracy was estimated t o  be "2%. 
The compressor inlet. figure 12, contained three total temperature rakes and three total 
pressure rakes. Each total temperature rake contamed two equal area-weighted thermocou- 
ples and each total pressure rake contained four equal area-weighted total pressure probes 
with a Prandtl-type static probe on the innermost radius. There were also three wall statics 
on the duct outer wall near each total pressure rake. 
The fan nozzle exit was instrumented with four total pressure and four total temperature 
rakes (figure 13). Each rake had five equal area-weighted elements. Each total pressure rake 
also had an associated inner and outer wall static pressure orifice. 
Three engine parameters, the fan (NZ) and conlpressor (NI), rotational speed, and turbine 
total temperature (TTZ). were recorded on the data system. T o  protect the engine from ex- 
cessive stress levels that might be e~icountered during inlet flow separation, stress levels were 
monitored (in the fan outlet guide vane assenibly) at twelve different locations recommend- 
ed by  the engine manufacturer. 
All instrumentation sensors cssociated with engine performance wt.re mounted on  the test 
modc1. Measured data were recorJeJ, caliorrtted and calculated by a Hewlitt-Packard 30521 
9825 data system with output available on a line printer. Dynamic data were Fhl-tope re- 
corded with a frequency response of 1 .5Hz to 5 KHz.  
The engine operating points far this investigation were somewhat belsw the maximum ob- 
tainable due t~ the higher than an tic~pated wind tunnel freestream temperatures and the 
"engine-on condition" time limits specified by the engine manufacturer. Wind tunnel free- 
stream temperatures are somewl~at difficult to  maintain at desirable levels because the 40 
by 80-foot Wind Tunnel is a closed circuit design which causes engine hot exhaust gases to  
be recirculated. The "on condition" time limits for the engine at some of the higher opera- 
ting points, were too short conipared to  the time required to  pitch the model through a 
meaningful angle+f-attack range. It was finally determined that WKIA = 36 ( 175.5) was the 
highest inlet a~rflow/unit area that could be run and be compatible with the previous limita- 
tions. For comparison, the engine design point corresponds to  WKIA = 40.3 (1%). 
A calibration of the test engine wbs made prior to the actual wind tunnel test to retrini the 
engine which had been inactive for some time. This calibration was made with the manufac- 
turer's recomnlended inlet bellmouth and reference nozzle hardware. The Amrs-test engine 
operating line performance, in terms of iliizt airflow versus fan speed, compared tc that of a 
standard TF-34, figure 14, showed good agreement. 
Disagreements on the order of 2% in measured inlet airflow for a given fan speed were fo~:nd 
between the manufacturers' method and the method used in this report. The error was 
within the error band indicated fcr each method and is not uncommon when different tech- 
niques involving different inlets are involved. lnlet airflow n~easured by the method of this 
:report is plotted versus measured fan nozzle total pressure in figure 15 for reference. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
OVERVIEW 
Based on the principles of parallel compressor theory one would anticipate the major influ- 
ence of the engine to  occur just prior to  or  during flow separation. Angle-of-attack polars 
with inlet airflow and airspeed held constant were run to induce inlet boundary-layer sepa- 
ratson for both inlet configurations. The method of determining inlet boundary-layer sepa- 
ration was based on measurements from the 3 in. (7.62 cm) boundary-layer rake and appli- 
cation of criteria for classical two-dimensional boundary-layer separation. Separation was 
assumed t o  have occurred if the boundary-layer total-pressure profile approached the duct 
wall with essentially zero slope and the total pressure in this region was near o r  below the 
neighboring wall static pressure: thus indicating very little local flow velocity or  reverse 
flow respectively. 
Test program results are discussed in the following sequence. First, the characteristics of 
inlet boundary-layer separdtion with and without engine interaction are reviewed in detail 
for some representative test conditions and then compared in gene l~ l .  Next, the impact taat 
the respective separation ct~aracteristics have on the fan-face total-pressure recovery map 
and inlet distortion indices are reviewed. Finally. some conclusions are .cached regarding 
the influence of engine interaction on inlet performance. 
INLET SEPARATION CHARACTERISTICS WITHOUT ENGINE INTERACTION 
Measured results can be presented more clearly by heginning the discussion with a review of 
the data obtained w~thout  engine interaction. Figure 1 h presents a representative progres- 
sion of inlet boundary-layer total-pressure profiles measured during an angle-of-attack polar. 
As angle-of-attack was increased the boundary-layer thickness increased and the profile in- 
curred an inflexion point characteristic of instability in the boundary layer. Abruptly. at 
& =  28' the total pressrlre protile 111ou.s 3 drastic change and one which satisfies the criteria 
for boundary-;ayer seprtrdtion. At a - 28' the total boundary-layer thickness exceeds the 
height of the boundary rake and the higiittr total-prttsi~re recoveries near the edge of the 
boundary layer are not measurable with boundary-layer rake as will be shown in later fig- 
ures. 
The axial location of inlet flow separdtiot~ was interpreted from plots of cowl surface Mach 
number versus inlet cowl station. Cowl s u r t k e  Mach number was computed from cowl sur- 
face static pressures measured on the inlet keel (windward side). Figure 17 presents Mach 
number distributinns from the same cr polar that the boundary-layer data of figure 16 was 
obtained. A correst.onding loss in inlet diffuser static prcssurr: recovery (no decrease in dif- 
fuser Mach number) is seen t o  occur at the same angled-attack that boundary-layer separa- 
tion was indicated. The axial location of boundary-layer separation is interpreted to  be 
where the loss in diffuser recovery first appeared, or in this example, at about the 1 2 5  ccowl 
station. 
Based on the approximate location of inlet houndary-layer separation from figure 17, the 
total-pressure recovery rake is well downstream (at about the 767; cowl station) of the sepa- 
ration point and should see approximately the same total-pressure recovery as the boundary- 
layer rake over the same radial distance. Total-pressure measurements from both the bonnd- 
ary-layer rake and the recovery rake, figure 18, show this t o  be true. Further, the recovery 
rake measurement confirms that inlet total pressure did recover t o  the freestream level at a 
radial position exceeding the height of the boundary-layer rake. 
An additional correlarion is made in fjgure 19 between the steady-state boundary-layer pro- 
files of figure 16 and the corresponding rms dynamic total-pressure levels measured on  
recovery rake at 8 = 185". Xotice, that when boundary-layer prcfile indicated flow separa- 
tion, there was a large cdrresponding increase in the rms level of dynamic total pressure. Al- 
though this correlation is not unexpected, it will be useful to remember when reviewing 
results with engine interaction. 
In figure 20 through 23, a similar series of plots, like those just discussed, are presented for a 
lower inlet airflow and airspeed. The results are similar; only the angle-of-attack and loca- 
tion of boundary-layer separation have changed as a result of the change in operating condi- 
tions. 
In general, boundary-layer separation characteristics measured for all the test conditions run 
without engine interaction are well represented hy the exan~ples hown in the previous fig- 
wes. Boundary-layer separation tended t o  be abrupt and occurred well forward in the inlet 
at positions between the 187 cowl station and the hilite for a11 conditions discussed in this 
report. A forewarning of this rather extensive separation was not detected in the form of a 
prior inlet diffuser separation. The ordy warning that separation was imminent occurred at 
an inlet airflow/unit area of H'KIA = 36 (1 75.5) where large intermittent changes in dynam- 
ic pressure amplitude preceded lip separation by about 3'. Because analytical calculstions 
for this inlet repeatedly predicted an initla1 d~ffuser separation at the test conditions investi- 
gated, it is surmised that diffuser separation probably does occur but Inore as a timedepen- 
dent condition rather than a steadystlire one preceding lip separation. Either that, or  the 
separated region in the diffuser is confined to  such 3 small region near the duct wall and a 
small angle-of-attack incrc'ment prior to lip separation that it could not be nleasured with 
the instrumentation ~ ; l d  test procedures ilsed here. 
INLET SEPARATION CHARACTERISTICS WlTH ENGINE INTERACTION 
The measurement of inlet separation characteristics with engine interaction was attempted 
with the same approach used without engine interzction. However, inlet boundary-layer 
separation with engine interaction added another dimension t o  the measurement task caused 
by an intennittent o r  non-stationary characteristic. The likelihood of encountering a non- 
stationary flow separation was not unexpected ; such behavior is often found in inlet tests 
without engine interaction but usually occurs briefly, and a stationary separation can be 
attained by increasing angle-of-attack about a .So to  lo .  In the present investigation, what 
was unexpected was the large angle-of-attack range over which non-stationarity persisted 
and the inability to pass through this region in numerous test runs before reaching mechan- 
ical stress limits in the fan outlet guide vane. Unfortunately, the test engine contained a hol- 
low prototype fan outlet guide vane v. ith lower stress limits than the p:odtlction version 
which uses a solid vane design. The majority of the st ladystate pressure measuring instru- 
mentation provided for the test was not adequate to effectively measure some of the flow 
conditions encountered. Accordingly, not every inlet separation condition can be properly 
presented. However, a number of test conditions can be reasonably analyzed using both the 
steady-state and dynamic measurements provided. 
Figure 24 presents the progression of inlet boundary-layer total-pressure profiles measured 
during an angleqf-attack polar with engiqe interaction. The test conditiort, in terms of-inlet 
airflow and airspeed, is comparable t o  that of figure 16 without engine interaction. The 
boundary-layer profiles for both inlet configurations are quite similar at a = OOand a = 25" 
with the exception of slightly lower total pressure recovery near the duct wall with engine 
. interaction. Beginning at a = 30°, figure 24, the total pressure levels nzar the inlet wall are 
below the level of the neighboring wall surface static pressure. Combining this fact with the 
shape of the total pressure profile near the wall implies that boundary-layer sepantion has 
occurred. This region near the inlet wall persists as angle-of-attack increases but, in addi- 
tion, the profile as a whole acquires larger and larger irregularities. The source of these irreg- 
ularities was traced t o  the  existence of a nonstationary flow condition being sampled by a 
measurement system requiring stationary conditions. Evidence supporting this conclusion is 
presentzd in figures 25 and 26. The rms amplitude of dynamic total pressures measured on 
the 0 = 185" arm of the recovery rake is plotted versus angleuf-attack in figure 25. As 
shown previously, wirhout engine interaction, a significant increase in rrns dynamic pressure 
amplitude can be correlated with inlet boundary-layer separation. In figure 25, an abrupt 
increase in rms pressure level occurs at the same angle-af-attack that irregularities in the 
boundary-layer profiles become most pronounced. Further. a comparison of peak t o  peak 
dynamic total pressure amplitude time histories. figure 26, provides the final proof. With- 
out engine interaction, time histories with the inlet flow seprlrated, cr = 2S0, show an ampli- 
tude characteristic reasonably consistent with time. In cantrast, the corresponding time 
history with engine interaction at a = 32" shows intermittent periods of large pressure am- 
plitude changes indicative of a nonstationary flow. The periods of increased pressure am- 
plitude are basically indicators of accompanying flow conditions which apparently caused 
stress limits to  be reached in the fan outlet guide vane. Upon reaching these stress limits, 
the angle-of-attack polar was terminated which eliminated the opportunity to  possibly reach 
a stationary separated flow condition at higher angles-of-attack. Having established the 
cause for a somewhat transient behavior in a portion of the steadystate boundary-layer 
total-pressure profiles. it is useful t o  return t o  this data (figure 24) anci exanline more close- 
ly what appears t o  be happening. Boundary-layer separatioil was first indicated at a = 30°. 
Additional evidence that separation had occurred, as we!l as an indication of the axial loca- 
tion of separation can be interpreted from the corresponding surface Mach number distribu- 
tion, figure 27. Inlet diffuser pressure recovery is also reduced starting at cu = 30". A repeat 
m, figure 28, shows this trend even more clearly due t o  measurements at smaller angle-of- 
attack increments prior t o  cr = 30". Also from these figures, the axial location of boundary- 
layer separation is indicated t o  be in the diffuser at about the 45% cowl station. No change 
in this location is seen as angle-of-attack is increased to  cu = 3 1". 
The steady-state data at a = 32" shows irregularities caused by the nonstationary flow and 
is not useful for accurately determining the axial location of flow separation. However, the 
dynamic surface static pressure measurements made in this same region can provide insight 
as to  the flow separation process. Figure 19 conlpares the time histories from all the keel 
(8 = 180") dynamic surface static pressures and a corresponding time history from one of 
the dynamic total-pressure probes on the recovery rake at 6 = 18S0. Note that the ampli- 
tude behavior with time correlates for all measurements and indicates that flow separation 
during the larger amplitude periods crcurs on the inlet lip at least as far forward as the for- 
wardmost dynamic transducer location. If the point of flow separation had remained at 
approximately the 35'77 cowl station, as was the case at a = 30" and 31". the amplitude ver- 
sus time characteristic of the dynamic measurements made forward of that point (i.e., cowl 
stations 40.1 5%. 3 1.737 and 23.33%) should be different from those measurements aft of 
455% cowl station. 
Considering the information obtained from both the steady-st;tte and dynamic measure- 
ments, it seems possible to  conclude the following. Inlet separation for this test condition is 
characterized initially by a quasi-steady state diffuser separation and as anglesf-attack is in- 
creased, diffuser separation develops into a non-stationary separation intermittently moving 
from diffuser to  lip and back again. 
Finally, knowing that the axial location of diffuser separation at a = 30" and 3 1 was for- 
ward of the recovery rake, a comparison of the total pressure recovery measured by the 
boundary-layer rake and the recovery rake is of interest. The data, figure 30, are in reason- 
able agreement. 
A similir sequence of data plots for another airspeed but the same inlet airflow is presented 
starting with figure 31. At a = 35O the slope of the boundary-layer total-pressure profile 
near the wall and the rehtive level of local total and wall static pressure indicate boundary- 
layer separation. The over311 boundary-layer profile at a = 35" has some sniail irregularities, 
but the corresponding dynamic pressure time histories (figure 32) show no large tinle-depen- 
dent pressure amp1it:lde variations. These small irregularities and similar ones in figure 24, 
a =  30°, nlay be the result of unsteady thrcediniensiond flow effects in the separated re- 
gion o r  snlall amounts of nlokenient In tlie point of separation. 
Cowl Mach number distributions, figure 33, also indilate separation at a = 35" and the axial 
location of separat io~ to  be at about the -15''; cowl station. lilvestigation of inlet separation 
characteristics beyond a = 35' was i~iipossible as a = 35O was the mechanical liniit of the 
wind tunnel/model installation. 
Somewllat similar rcsults were found at IC>IVC'T inlet airtlows over the same airsped range. 
An abbreviated series of bounda;,~ layer, cowl hlacli number and dynamic time history plots 
are presented in figures 34 t o  45 for rcview of the main characteristics of interest. 
At inlet airflows corresponding to WKIA = 32 (1  56),  a quasi-steady-state boundary-layer 
separation was identified prior to  the onset o f  intermittent separation as shown in figure 34 
for a =  30" and in figure 36 for a = 26.5". However. the corresponding cowl Mach number 
distributions, figures 35 and 37 did not indicate separation. Because data repeatibility in 
general was very good, it is thought that this result is valid. What it nlay indicate. is that the 
axial location of diffuser separation moved very close t o  the end of the inlet. This would 
make any identification of the separated region inlpossible given the distribution of the cowl 
wall static pressure orifices. But since the boundary-layer rake is located at the end of the 
inlet it can measure such an occurrence. A separation of this type would not be identifiable 
with the recovery rake, but it is of little consequence relative to  inlet distortion because of 
the very small radial and circunifercntial rrgiofi involved. hlort. importantly, some teqt 
conditions at WKIA = 32 ( 156) provided the first opportunity t o  pitch the inlet through the 
intermittent separation region without exceeding fan outlet guide vane stress limits and mea- 
sure a more developed quasistationary boundary-layer separation. The repeat run of test 
conditions presented in figure 37 provided just enough additional stat ionrity at ar = 27.5'. 
based on  the dynamic pressure time history traces of tigure 38, to  allow a reasonable mea- 
surement. The corresponding cowl Xlach number 6istribution. figure 39,  indicated flow sep- 
aration occurred at about the 24% cowl station. well forward of the recovery rake. The 
total-pr2ssure recovery measured b y  the recovery rake (8  = 1 85") and the boundary-layer 
rake are compared in figure 40. 
Some of the measured data at WKIA = 22 (107.3) did not allow clear identification o f  dif- 
fuser separation from the boundary-layer rake because of an almost simultaneous onset of 
intennittent separation which distorted the boundary-layer profiie. But. it was again possi- 
ble at WKIA = 22 (107.3) to reach a qi~asistationary inlet separaticn beyond the intermit- 
tent region at several airspeeds. Representative data at VT = 171 (3 18.5) and a = 27" IS 
shown in figures 41 through 43. The time history of dynamic pressure measurements is 
shown in figure 41. The corresponding cowl Mach number distribution. figure 42, indicated 
the axial location of boundary-layer separation t o  be at about the 24% cowl station; again 
well forward of the recovery rake. Total-pressure recovery measured by the recovery rake 
(8 = 185") and the boundary-layer rake are presented in figure 43. 
Some additional comments may be useful for interpreting the comparispn o f  total-pressure 
recovery profiles measured by the boundary-layer rake and the recovery rake presented in 
f ig~res  4 0  and 43. It seems prob~lrly that the more irregular profile measured by the bound- 
ary-layer rake reflects the longer s c ~ n  tlme, about six times that of the recovery rdke. to  
acquire data over the wnie radial depth of 3 in. (7.62 cm). Both mcasurcments start at the 
same time and sequence at the same r i te  but while the boundary-layer rake has eighteen 
measurements to acquire. the recovery rake needs only three to  four measursn~ents t o  cover 
the same radial depth. Admittedly the resolution of t l~r  ecovery rake is poorer. but when 
the flow condition is only.quaslstationary, the shorter scan time provides a more instantan- 
eous picture and probably a smoother profile. 
In general, boundary-layer separation ch~ractt'ristics with engi~le intcnction can 5e des- 
cribed as beginning with a measurable quasi-steady-state inlet diffuser separation. Diffuser 
separation then developed into an intermittent o r  nonstationary diffuserlli y separation 
which persisted for several degrees of angle-of-attack. No tlow reattachment close t o  the fan 
rotor was indicated from n~sasurenlents with the traversing boundary-layer probe. As pre- 
viously discussed. many but not all a polars had to  be terminated before reaching a station- 
ary separation condition because of reaihi~lg engine mechanical strtss limits. In those cases 
where the inlet angle-of-attack could be increased until 3 quasistationary separation oc- 
curred, the axial location of boundary-layer separation remained aft of the comparable loca- 
tion without engine interaction by as much as 6 5  of inlet length a t  the sarnr o r  higher 
angles~f-attack. Some representative comparisons are shown in figures 44 and 35. 
For a broader view of  the inlet separation characteri~tin,  inlet separation boundaries (that 
angle-of-attack at which boundary-layer separation was first detected) for hot11 inlet config- 
urations are compared in figure 46 over 3 range of in!t.t airflows anti airspeeds. Data with 
and without engine interaction are compared b y  plotting stparation ~ngle-of-attack versus 
inlet airflow for a constant airspeed. In viewing the comparisons, it is important to remem- 
ber the difference in the extent of flow separation associated with these boundaries. With- 
out engine interaction, the separation boundary equates to an extensive stationary separa- 
tion occurring far forward in the inlet. 'I'he corresponding boundary with engine interaction 
implies a ratheb small diffuser separation. Accordingly, the separ~ted flow condition wi th  
out engine interaction creates a larger loss in inlet airflow after separation occurs. This dif- 
ference in resultant inlet airflow can cause a misleading bias in the comparison. In actuality, 
the separation boundary for both inlet configurations was approached with essentially the 
same inlet airflow. Therefore, in figure 46, separation angle-of-attack is plotted versus the 
inlet airflow measured just prior to flow separation rather than the resuitant airflow after 
separation occurred. 
In general, the data show the difference in separation boundaries to be relatively small; in 
the neighborhood of 2" or less but with some exceptions. Neither inlet configuration con- 
sistently maintained a higher separation angle-of-attack than the other over the range of test 
conditions investigated. It seems appropriate to view this isolated comparison with less em- 
phasis than one would a comparison of separation boundaries for two similar inlets (both 
either remote-coupled or close-coupled) and unconsciously equate separation boundaries 
with similar flow separation characteristics. The separation boundaries with engine inter- 
nction merely denote the onset of a complex process of separated fiow development which, 
from a performance point of view, is more effectively evaluated by tracking comparative 
inlet distortion and total pressure recovery levels. These separation boundnries can, how- 
ever, be quite useful for comparisons with analytical predictions which break down quire 
early in the development of flow separation. 
Evidence that the variation in inlet separation bour~daries was not contributed to by errors 
in mechanical angled-attack between the two inlet coniigurations can be found by compar- 
ing inlet surface static pressure distributions for equivalent test conditions. A reprssentative 
comparison, figure 47, shows very little difference in inlet pressure coefficient at an angle- 
of-attack below separation. 
FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY 
Given the separation characteristics of both inlet configurations. the i~npast of the separated 
region on inlet total pressure recovery is compared with and without engine interaction in 
figures 48 to 53. In each comparison presented. the recovery d3t3 without engine interac- 
tion was measured at the angle-of-attack at which a stationary flow separation was first en- 
countered, i.e., corresponds to  the separation boundaries of figure 46. Total pressure recov- 
ery data with engine intenction for comparison is included at the same or higher angles-of- 
attack as long as the flow separation remained quasi-stationary. A discussion of each figure 
will better explain the comparisons shown. 
At WKIA = 36 ( 1  75.5) and VT = 172 (3 18.5). one would expect the total pressure recovery 
maps with and without engine intenction to be quire different when compared at the same 
angle-of-attack because of the increase in the separation angle-of-attack caused apparently 
by engine interaction. The recovery maps in figures 48 and 49 confirm this prediction. 
While the low total pressure recovery region withoi~t engine interaction (a = 28') was quite 
large, the comparable region with engine Interaction (a = $8') is mush smaller. Of course 
this is due in a large part to  the fact that the boundary layer has not yet sepuated at a= 
28' with engine interaction. Additional recovery data with engine interaction where dif- 
fuser separation was detected ( a  = 30') is also shown in figure 48. Little change in pressure 
recovery is visible. Figure 49 continues this comparison with data from a repeat run with 
engine interaction which repeated the a = 3Q0 condition and extended the angle-of-attack 
range to  a= 3 lo. The repeat data at a = 30' agree with the data of figure 48 arid the pres- 
sure recovery at a = 3 l o  begins to  show some growth in the size of the low recovery region. 
But again this region at a = 3 1 is much smaller by comparison t o  that measured without 
engine interaction at a s. 28'. 
For the same inlet airflow, total-pressure recovery maps with and without engine interaction 
show similar results at VT = 147 (272.2), figure 50 and VT = 18 6 (344.5), figure 5 1. At VT 
= 147 (272.21, recovery with engine interaction was not measured at the separation-angle- 
of-attack. However, the comparison would have been as previously shown because inlet sep 
axation (in the diffuser) was not detected with engine interaction until a = 3S0. The recov- 
ery a t  a = 35' is used for comparison. Both inlet configurations had the same separation 
boundary angle+f-attack at VT = 186 (344.5), but the smaller size of the low :otal pressure 
recovery region with engine interaction reflects the less developed flow separation. 
A representative comparison of total-pressure recovery maps at lower inlet airflows is pre- 
sented in figures 5 2  and 53. At these inlet airflows some success was achieved in passing 
through the non-stationary separation region far enough to  achieve a qua~i-stat ionar~ separa- 
- tion. The importance of this data is that total-pressure recovery maps with enpne  interac- 
tion in which inlet boundary-layer separation has developed beyond diffuser separation can 
now be compared t o  similar data without engrie interaction. In both figures 5 2  2nd 53. the 
size of the low total-pressure recovery r~tgion is smaller with engine interaction. 
Several recovery map comparisons with an3 without engine interaction that could have 
cleared up some uncertainties in the data were not obtained because of pressure sampling 
limitations or  engine stress limits. A particular case in point is the data at VT = 147 (272.2) 
and WKIA = 33, (1 56) in which the separation boundary without engine interaction was 
slightly higher than with engine interaction as shown previously in figure 46. However. en- 
gine stress levels caused termination of the cu polar one degree below where inlet separation 
occurred without engine interaction. Even though the measured data with engine interac- 
tion appeared to  restrict the radhl and circumferential growth of the low total-pressure re- 
covery region (given the limitation of the instrumentation), a true comparison can only be 
made at the same angle-of-attack and with pressure sampling methods consistent with the 
separation characteristic encountered. 
INLET DISTORTlON 
Any rigorous comparison for fan-face total-pressure distortion levels must again reflect op- 
erating conditions consistent with pressure measurement methods used in this investigation. 
Accordingly, comparisons of the effect of enane  interaction have been limited to the same 
range of operating conditions reviewed in the previous sections on fan-face total-pressure 
recovery maps. 
Three different inlet distortion indices are compared with 2nd without engine interaction on 
figures 54 t o  58. Each inlet distortion index is plotted versus inlet angled-attack for essen- 
tially constant inlet airflow and airspeed. In the initial plot of each operating condition 
series, the specific inlet airflowlunit area of each plotted point above a = 20" is identified 
and is similarly valid for the following plots of IDCTIP and IDCHUB in a given plot series. 
Presentation of the data in this way was thought t o  give a better picture of the effect5 of en- 
gine interactior: as opposed lo plotting distortion indices versus engine airflow/unit area. 
The reasoning behind this approach is based on two observations. First, inlet performance 
~obtained with engine interaction cannot be properly reviewed a t  a single angle-of-attack. 
Secondly, i t  is important to  show that the: conditiorl at which some form of inlet flow sep- 
aration was detected, was approached essentially with the same inlet airflow for both inlet 
configurations, although the resuItant flow separation characteristics were quite different. 
Further, because the initial measurable separation characteristics were different, the resul- 
tant inlet airflows were dso different (i.e., greater decreases in inkt airflow without engine - 
interaction caused in part by the more forward location of flow separation). 
The inlet distortion indices used in the figures, IDRTIP, IDCTIP and IDCHUB, represent a 
computational procedure developed by the General Electric Company and are used here by 
peirnission from that organization. The distortion descriptor elements of this computation- 
al procedure compl;~ with SAE aerospace recommended practice 1310. The importance of 
using these types of distortion indices is that'they are weighted to depend not only on the 
magnitude of the total-pressure deficit, but also on the radial and circumferential size of the 
low total-pressure region. It has been shown in reference 5 that the size of the low total- 
pressure recovery region, and in particular the circumferential extent, can be directly related 
t o  rotor blade loading and compressor stability margin. Reduction in the circumferential 
extent of the low total-pressure recovery region tends to  reduce rrJtor blade loading excui- 
sions by raising the b h d e  reduced frequency which lowers the blade unsteady lift response. 
Recall from figures that  the one dominant effect of engine interaction was to  reduce the size 
(both radially and circumferentially) o f  the low total-press~~re covery region wllich should 
be substantiated by t h e  comparison of distortion levels. A review of the data shows this t o  
be the case. At an inlet airflowlunit area of WKIA = 36 ( 1  75.5), figures 53 to 56, engine in- 
teraction allows the inlet to  be operated beyond the angled-attack of separation experi- 
enced without engine interaction and at lower distortion levels. The lower distortion levels 
being caused, in a large part, by the reduced size of the low total-pressure recovery region. 
Additional data for lower inlet airflows is shown in figures 57 and 58 and reflects operating 
the inlet, with engine interaction, slightly beyond the nonstationary separation angle-of- 
attack region. Here again, engine interaction allows the inlet t o  be operated a t  o r  beyond 
the angle~f-attack of separation experienced without engine interaction with lower distor- 
tion levels. 
The manner in which this improvement occurs seems t o  involve initially a delay in the rate 
at which the inlet boundav-layer separation process develops with increasing angle-of- 
attack. It is further suggested that engine interaction is involved at some yet undetermined 
angle~f-attack interval just before the inlet boundary layer separates. During this interval, 
the cause for any redistr ibutio~~ of the flow by the rotor is due to the total-pressure deficit 
of a thickened but unseparated boundary layer. When the rotor responds t o  the total-pres- 
sure deficit and accekrates the flow in that region, there is a corresponding reduction in 
local static pressure. The reduced static pressure helps relieve a portion of the inlet diffuser 
pressure gradient which in turn delays the onset of boundsry-layer separation. 
As inlet boundary-layer separation occurs and develops, the influence of the fan rotor con- 
tinue'. In the proce:s of accelerating the flow in the low total-pressure recovery region, 
there will be a three-dimensional bending of the flow streamlines ahead of the fan rotor 
60th toward the duct wall and toward the center of the 10% ttotal-pressure region. Thus, re- 
ducing the radial and circumferential size of the Iow total-pressure recovery region as shown 
by the data presented. 
From the parallel compressor analyses and experimental work in ref. 3 and 6, it has teen 
shown that the amount of attenuation of axial velocity distortion is a function of the slope 
of the constant speed lines on the compressor map expressed as static pressure rise versus 
a AP axial velocity -. In reference 3, the more negative the slope, the greater the attenu- 
au 
ation of the upstream velocity distortion. In general, the compressor map for a single-stage 
fan will contain a more negativeslope constant speed line nearer the design point of the 
compressor or in effect at operating points farther up the operating line (increasing airflow). 
Possibly, this dependence on *he slope of the compressor characteristic may offer some ex- 
planation for the variation in separation boundaries and the different rates of inlet distor- 
tion increase with increasing angle of attack measured for different inlet airflows, i.e., 
different engine operating points in this investigation. 
CONCLU 'SIONS 
Based on the data presex~ted, it seems reasonable to  conclude that engine interaction allows 
an inlet to  he operated with lower distortion levels a t  and beyond the separation angle-of- 
attack experienced without engine interaction. Admittedly, this performance advantage 
could not be confirmed for all test conditions due to nechanical stress limits in the test en- 
gine. 
It is further suggested that, initially, this reduction in inlet distortion level is the result of 
engine interaction delaying the onset c f  inlet boundary-layer separation. Variations in inlet 
separation boundaries and distortion trends with engine bpera'ing point were also thought 
to show some relationship to  predictions from parallel compressor theory and experiment. 
Theory indicates the amount of distortion attentuation obtained t o  be dependent on  the 
slope of the constant speed line on the compressor map. 
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Figure 44. -Comparison of the Axial Locarion of Boundary iayer  Separation With and 
Without Engine lnreracrion Determined ,rrom Cowl Mach Number 
Distributions, 0 = 180" 
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Figure 45.-Comparison of the Axial Location of Boi~ndary Layer Separation Uith and 
Without Engine lnteracrion Determinsd From Cowl Mach Number 
Distribution, 0 - 180; 
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Figure 46. -Corn.mrison o f  Inlet Separation B~undaries With and Wirhout Engine lnreracrion 
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Figure 47. -Comparison of 117let Internal Staric Pressure D$triburiorr With and Without 
Ergine In teraction, 0 = 25' 
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F n / ~ r e  48.-Comparison of Fan Face Total Pressure Recovery Maps With and Without 
Engine Interaction 
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Figure 49.-Cornparisor, of Fan Face Total Pressure Xecovery Maps With and Without 
Engine In zeraction 
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Figure 50.-Comparison of Fan Face Total Pressure Recovery Maps W i t h  and W i t h o u t  
Engine In terdc r ion 
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Figure 51.-Cornpar/son of Fan Fdce T a a I  Pressure Recovery Maps With and Without 
Engine lnrerac tion 
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Figure 52. -Comparison of Fan Face Total Prtrsure Hecovery Maps With and Without 
Engine In rerat. tion 
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Figure 53. - Compar~son of  Fan Face To tal Pressure Recovery Maps W i t b  and Withou r 
Engine Interaction 
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Figure 54. -Varjarjon of Inlet Distortion With Inlet Angle-of-Attack; With and Without 
Engine Inreract~on, VT  = 17 1.6(3 17.81, WKIA = 36.07( 176.061 
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Figure 54. -(Concluded) 
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Figure 55.- Variation of lnlet Distortion With lnlet Angle-of-Attack; With and Without 
Engine Interaction, VT = 147.6/273.4), W K IA = 36.06/ 176.051 
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Figure 56.-Variation of Inlet Distortion With Inlet Angle-of-Attack; With and Without 
Engine Interaction, VT = 186.8(346.0/, W K lA := 36.04 1 175.931 
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Figure 58.- Variation of lnlet Distortion LYith Inlet Angle-of-Atrack; With and Without 
Engine Interaction, VT. = 17 1.513 17.6), W KIA = 22.25/ 108.59) 
